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Who’s who in this talk’s audience
Novice
researchers

(And consumers of the literature)

Experienced
researchers
Reviewers

(As the gateway to
academic currency)

It all begins with a “case”…

35yo F junior researcher submits a manuscript
 Major finding: CABG associated with
equivalent of additional 4 months
[95% CI -1 to 10] of cognitive aging at
up to 2 years post-procedure
• p = 0.12
• “Population-level impact of surgery,
if it exists, is likely to be subtle”
“Your borderline finding
(P=0.12) and 95% CI
cannot support this and
so we remain uncertain.”
Whitlock et al, Ann Thorac Surg, in press

The problem

Wasserstein & Lazar, Am Stat 2016 70(2):129-133, 2016

Sadly, not
our ASA

p<0.05

Null hypothesis significance testing
versus
the estimation approach
“Beersignificance”

A new(ish?) way of thinking about significance
Null hypothesis significance testing

The estimation approach

 Dichotomous: difference or not

 Also deals with…significance

“A p value
doesgyrations
not tell us
 Awkward
verbal

 What do you want to know?

•
•

what we want to know, and we
“Significantly”
so much want tobecomes
know what
significantly
we want to know that, out of
desperation, we nevertheless
Accepting
0, rather
believe h
that
it does!”than

• How much?
• Does it really matter?

failing to reject h0

 Frequently becomes “probability
h0 is true” – inverse probability
fallacy

• Should it change what you
do?
 Study design (and bias)

Cumming G & Calin-Jageman R. Introduction to the New Statistics. Routledge (New York, NY), 2017. Pp 142-150.
Jacob Cohen, quoted in Introduction to the New Statistics

Where did this tension come
from? Historical context

Fisherian vs Gossetian statistics
“Theoretically plausible
symmetric error
distribution…around the
mean result”

 Randomized design
 Validity
 Statistical significance
 “Student’s” t-test

William Sealy Gosset (1876-1937)
had a different definition of “validity”
“Beer-significance”
Efficacy, value,
strength, robustness

Ronald A. Fisher (1890-1962), deeply
contemplating statistical significance

Ziliak ST. The Validus Medicus and a new gold standard. Lancet 2010 Jul 31; 376(9738): 324-5
Ziliak ST & McCloskey DN. The Cult of Statistical Significance: How the Standard Error Costs Us Jobs, Justice, and Lives. Univ of Michigan Press, 2008
Fisher RA. Statistical methods for research workers. Oliver & Boyd (Edinburgh), 1925

Gosset, 1905, in a letter to Karl Pearson
“In such work as ours, the degree of certainty…must depend on the
advantage to be gained by following the result of the experiment, compared
with…the cost of the new method, and the cost of each experiment.”
P<0.05
easily mistaken
for
Cost/benefit
of old way
casual/important effect

P>0.05
mistakenly
Cost/benefit
of newseen
wayas
a lack of cause and effect

So, why don’t we do it Gosset’s way?
“[Significance testing at the 5% level has] raised
economics, psychology, and medicine to the ranks of
sciences.” - Fisher, 1930

Where did p<.05 come from?

Overly simplistic, but
close enough (see
Cowles & Davis)

“Personally, the writer prefers to set a low standard of significance at
the 5 per cent point, and ignore entirely all results which fail to reach
this level.” Fisher RA, 1926
Also a bit overly
simplistic, to be honest

Fisher RA. The arrangement of field experiments. Journal of the Ministry of Agriculture 1926; 33:503-13.
Cowles M & Davis C. On the origins of the .05 level of statistical significance. Am Psychol 1982 May; 37(5):553-8.

“Ignore entirely all results which fail to reach this level.”
Neglected
to mention
3 MIs

RR 5 [0.6-43]
P=0.22

RR 5 [1.7-10]

May 1999:
Vioxx
approved

Mar 2000:
Merck
shadiness

Nov 2000:
NEJM
paper

Oct 2003:
Ann Int
Med paper

Sept 2004:
Vioxx
withdrawn

Bombardier C et al. Comparison of upper gastrointestinal toxicity of rofecoxib and naproxen in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. NEJM 2000 Nov; 343:1520-1528.
Lisse JR et al. Gastrointestinal tolerability and effectiveness of rofecoxib versus naproxen in the treatment of osteoarthritis. Ann Int Med 2003 Oct; 139(7):539-46.
Ziliak & McCloskey. The Cult of Statistical Significance: Ch. 1

Nov 2007:
$4.85b
settlement

Even the Supreme Court has now weighed in
Matrixx v Siracusano, 2011
Zinc-based
cold remedy
works?
Makes a lot
of $$.

Problem:
every now &
then,
someone
becomes
anosmic

The materiality of adverse event
reports cannot be reduced to a
bright-line rule.” - Justice Sotomayor

Matrixx didn’t
disclose to
investors:
p>0.05
District court:
“Did not prove
materiality”
Supreme court:
9-0 for “beer
significance”

Ziliak & McCloskey. Lady Justice v. Cult of Statistical Significance. In Oxford Handbook on Professional Economic Ethics. Oxford UP, 2014.
Ziliak ST. Matrixx v. Siracusano and Student v. Fisher. Significance 2011 Sept; 8(3):131-4.

Notice: now zinc-free…

But we’re WAY more sophisticated now.
Would you want your
mom to wear a
cardioverterdefibrillator vest?

“Significantly”: p<0.05
or 1/3 reduction?
Olgin JE et al. Wearable cardioverter-defibrillator after myocardial infarction. NEJM 2018 Sep; 379(13): 1205-15.

How does this play out with very
large samples?

“You can make the p-value as small as you can afford”
RR 0.95-1.05
& p<0.05
NEJM, JAMA,
Lancet

2.6% probability that true OR is >1.03
0% probability that true OR is >1.05

Demidenko E. The p-value you can’t buy. Am Stat 2016 Mar; 70(1):33-8.
Siontis GCM & Ioannidis JPA. Risk factors and interventions with statistically significant tiny effects. Int J Epidemiol 2011 Jul; 40:1292-1307.
Lieberman et al. Risk factors for advanced colonic neoplasia and hyperplastic polyps in asymptomatic individuals. JAMA 2003 Dec; 290:2959-67.

Median sample
112,786

I’d never do this. Never.

9.2% [2.8% - 15.0%] more
rapid decline in pain sufferers
vs controls!
Perhaps a “tiny effect” transgression.

But I also did something else
stemming from “significance =
significance” that obstructs science…

“Patients reporting ongoing
pain may be at higher risk for
current and incident cognitive
impairment…”

Database research, odds ratios,
and prediction

“Big Data” manuscript Mad Libs

Choose clinical
issue & data

9%
faster
decline!

Test a bunch of
hypothesized
predictors

Generate
prediction
model

Prevent
complications;
save lives

What’s wrong with that?
 Odds ratio and relative risk are a
measure of association
 True positive fraction (TPF,
“sensitivity”) and false-positive
fraction (FPF, “1-specificity”), are
measures for classification

OR =

Choose clinical
issue & data

Test a bunch of
hypothesized
predictors

Generate
prediction
model

Prevent
complications;
save lives

If a marker identifies 10% of
controls as positive (i.e., FP),
and has an OR of 3, it will
correctly identify only 25% of
cases as positive (i.e. TP).

TPF
1-TPF
1-FPF
FPF

Pepe MS et al. Limitations of the odds ratio in gauging the performance of a diagnostic, prognostic, or screening marker. Am J Epid 2004 159(9):882-90.

What’s wrong with that?

Choose clinical
issue & data

 Odds ratio and relative risk are a
measure of association

Test a bunch of
hypothesized
predictors

Generate
prediction
model

Prevent
complications;
save lives

If a marker identifies 10% of
controls as positive (i.e., FP),
and has an OR of 3, it will
correctly identify only 25% of
“A single
measure
as an
positive
fraction
(TPF,of association such
cases
as positive (i.e. TP).

 True
“sensitivity”)odds
andratio
false-positive
does not meaningfully describe a
fraction (FPF, “1-specificity”),
marker’s ability toare
classify subjects”
measures for classification

OR =

TPF
1-TPF
1-FPF
FPF

Pepe MS et al. Limitations of the odds ratio in gauging the performance of a diagnostic, prognostic, or screening marker. Am J Epid 2004 159(9):882-90.

What are we left with?
Can’t

• Assume a decent OR will give you a
useful prediction model or save lives

Can’t

• Assume a highly significant point
estimate will be meaningful

Can’t

• Assume a non-significant point estimate
isn’t meaningful

Can’t

• Really do anything with a p-value alone
anyway, apparently

Now I feel frightened and powerless.
 Start to use our guts – our judges of “beer significance” – or more
complex analyses translating effects into costs, lives, or function
 Demand effect sizes!

• Change your language: “How much”, not “Does it”

Things we
can “feel”
and
understand

 Give as much attention to bias and study design as you do to point
estimates and confidence intervals
• Were the design and analysis good? Statistical significance
becomes secondary.
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Not available, but presumably coming soon: The American Statistician special issue Statistical Inference in the 21st
Century: A World Beyond P<0.05

